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Theory and Historical Explanation

By Wm. David Sloan and James D. Startt ©

David Sloan, a professor emeritus from the University of Ala -
bama, is the author/editor of more than forty books and is a recipient of the American
Journalism Historians As soci ation’s Kobre Award for lifetime achievement and of a variety
of other awards.

James D. Startt, senior research professor in history at Valparaiso University, has written
several books on Woodrow Wilson and the press and has served as editor of a number of
other books. He won the Kobre Award for lifetime achievement from the American
Journalism Historians Association in 2000.

© 2019. The authors own the copyright to this essay.

The place of theory in history is a matter of con-tinuing debate. Part of the reason is that theory has variousshades of meaning. There are theories in historyand theories of history. When some scholars speakof “theory,” they have a specific concept in mind.For social scientists, theory is a key element in theconceptual framework that characterizes theirexplanations. Sometimes the word “theory” mayrefer to conjecture, or it may refer to a scientificallyaccepted general principle or body of principles. Ingeneral, a theory might be considered as a device toorganize and classify knowledge. Thus, in historicalresearch, the words “idea,” “hypothesis,” and “theo-ry” sometimes can be virtually interchangeable.Historians disagree on the place of theory in
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history. Some explicitly adopt theories to explain history. Others treattheories as useful devices that can provide a means for describing, andpossibly for understanding, human behavior. They might also use a the-ory to provide intelligible connections between related human actions.It is human nature to want to make sense of complex situations, andtheory, some historians believe, helps accomplish that goal. “You have to have something,” Lawrence W. Levine (1933-2006),the author of The Opening of the American Mind: Canons, Culture and

History, argued, “that tells you what facts you want in and what youdon’t, what’s significant and what is less significant, and what is insig -nificant. Something has to tell you. That filter is often, whether youknow it or not, a kind of theory.”1Seen in that way, a theory is simply an organizing principle, andthere is little disagreement about its use. It is the use of theory as a formal explanation that causes contro-versy. In the field of mass communication history it is not unusual tohear calls for the use of theory or of “new theories.” In the broad aca-demic area of mass communication, where social and behavioral sci-ence dominates, theory receives particular emphasis in universitygrad uate programs. It is not surprising that historians who studied inthose programs should be particularly aware of theory and the specialreverence for it. So when they hear calls for the use of theory in historical study,they may be prone to think that proponents are arguing for the use oftheories such as agenda setting or others associated with social and be -havioral science. Few advocates of making mass communication history more theo-retical, however, have such theories in mind. In fact, to understandtheir concepts of theory, one needs to ignore the term “theory” as usedin social and behavioral science. Theories in the sciences usually dealwith direct cause-effect relationships and are required to be capable of
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precise formulation. Researchers in the sciences expect that studiesneed to be replicable. Social and behavioral sciences tend to reflectthose principles. That is not the case with most theories used in mass communica-tion history. To apply such notions to theory in history, argue propo-nents of theoretical history, unfairly attempts to hold their approachesto the standard notions of theory held in the social sciences. Instead,they think of theory in looser terms. “Theory” is closer to a general ideathan a testable explanation. Most proponents of theory in communication history work withina Cultural Studies school or with its cousin Critical Theory. The viewsamong theorists in those schools can vary widely. To understand theirconcept of theory, though, one must go beyond a definition that regardsit as simply a “general idea” and recognize that, at heart, it is an ideolog-ical perspective. Cultural and critical studies define “culture” as a shared set of so -cial values, and researchers tend to believe that media messages serveas agents of social control by reinforcing social values. In historicalstudies of the mass media, for example, theorists argue that history canbe explained as a process in which a small group of powerful ownersused media content to maintain social control for their own benefit. “The roots of cultural and critical studies are diverse,” explains oneexpert, “and stem from sociology, psychology, and political science,among other theoretical perspectives.... [Media] messages, according tocritical theory, have tremendous impact on audiences.” Cultural andcritical studies researchers draw on such ideas as Marxist theory ofelites’ harmful control of the media, psychoanalysis (with claims thatmedia messages represent unconscious desires), feminist research(with claims that communication oppresses women or can liberatethem), and postmodernism (with claims that communication messageshave no true meaning in the real world).2
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It is not difficult to imagine how a commitment to such theory cancollide with the canons of historical research. In the study of mass com-munication history, some of the most prominent adherents of culturalstudies and critical theory are, indeed, not trained in historical researchand fail to adhere to its normal standards. Their reliance on theory,without corresponding evidence from primary sources, illustrates theproblems that can result when historians employ theoretical assump-tions at the expense of evidence. Other historians reject completely the use of formal theory. Theybe lieve that it oversimplifies causes, improperly superimposes a struc-ture on the human actions of the past, and thus misunderstands the dis-tinctiveness of the people and events that historians are studying.More  over, they see theory as a detriment to their own type of rigorousgeneralization that proceeds from the bottom up. They believe that im -posing theory on history results in violation of the foundational princi-ples for the study of history. Of course, historians, like other scholars, theorize all the time aboutproblems in their inquiries. The term “theory,” however, when usedspe cifically, means something more than theorizing in general. It isused to connote the application of a specific, coherent, structured ex -planation for a particular problem. One may speak, for instance, of atheory of social mobility, or of economic growth, or of social behavior,or of communication effects, etc.We should note that some historians make a distinction between atheory and a hypothesis and see the former as broader than the latter.Others choose to consider a hypothesis as a type of theory.Historians commonly use theories in a number of ways. Some casu-ally adopt them from one of the social sciences. Some treat them as theywould handle any interpretation, as an idea to be used or discounted.Some dismiss the use of theory as not only useless but artificial. A fewtry to apply well-formulated theories in a rigorous manner.
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It is difficult to deny the presence of theory in history. When mosthistorians use theory, they do so by applying it to their study of a par-ticular situation. Some work with theory in an explicit manner; othersdo not. But if you start with the idea that a simple hypothesis or ex -planatory concept is a theory, then it is clear that theory, whether usedin an implicit or explicit way, is part of historical inquiry. Some historians make the distinction between “small scale theory,”a theory applied to specific problems, and “grand theory,” a theory of amore general type such as Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier thesis orthe agenda-setting theory of the mass media. The latter might be partof a historian’s assumptions before he or she begins a particular in -quiry.Theories of history have attracted many historians. Since an cienttimes, numerous scholars have been fascinated by the idea that there isa force that determines history and establishes a pattern for humanevents. Because they ponder the question of the ultimate historicalreality, they might be better called philosophers of history. They are thegrand systematizers of history, detecting regularities and correlationsin and among human actions. Some of their established patterns arecyclical in nature, others linear, and some merely ideological, but, sincethey impose a systematic meaning on history and explain that meaningby a pattern they believe all history follows, their type of metaphysicalconceptualization of history is deterministic. They are interested in dis-covering the laws behind history. Karl Marx, Oswald Spengler, andArnold Toynbee are among the better known philosophers of history inrecent centuries. A more common type of determinism is that associated with theword “progress.” The Whig interpretation of history, which has had nu -merous proponents in the English-speaking world, is a classic exampleof using the idea of democratic progress to interpret history. Historianswho accept this interpretation view human events as a record of
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upward progress, and their ideas have influenced a great deal of histor-ical perception. In mass communication history, such big theories occasionallyshow up. The various interpretations that mass communication histori-ans have used — such as the Progressive, Cultural, Developmental, andso forth — are based on underlying assumptions about the fundamen-tal causes behind history.3Most historians remain unconvinced by deterministic ex planationsof history. They are dubious about the existence of single causes andlaws of history. Determinism, they believe, is a form of reductionismthat forces historians to be too selective, even manipulative, in choos-ing supporting evidence and leads them to organize that evidence in amanner that fails to correspond to the great diversity of human reality.They have serious doubts about the idea that the key to humankind’sexperience lies in a mechanistic force that is beyond its control. Bymaking other causal factors a manifestation of that force, they contend,determinists impose an inevitability on history that is not there.Nevertheless, most historians find deterministic conceptualizationof history and the grand patterns suggested by a Toynbee or a Marx tohave some appeal. Theories can stimulate thought about history andcan suggest possible explanations for particular chapters of history.One does not have to be a Marxist, for instance, to recognize that hisphilosophy of history can help one to understand the nature of capital-ism. Or, to carry the example of capitalism a bit further, mass commu-nication historians might well find substantial assistance in Marx’sideas if they wish to inquire into the relationship between business andthe press.It can be concluded that historians in general use theory in someway in their studies. For the most part, however, they use it in a differ-ent way than social scientists who shape their studies according to astrict theoretical framework as defined by their various disciplines. 
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Simply stated, theory does not play the role in historical inquirythat it does in the social sciences. Historians use theories in a more elas-tic manner than social scientists do. In most cases, they employ theoryas they would use any interpretation, as an explanation to be adapted,developed, or rejected. The philosophers of history excepted, their fo -cus is on men and women in the past who lived in endless variety andalong the way interacted with the forces that influenced their times.
Welcome to another issue of Historiography. We have as usual a line-upof stimulating articles. We begin with an essay by Prof. Tom Mascarodetailing his efforts to determine the truth about the life and career ofTed Yates, a documentary producer for NBC News. It was a challengingtask that Tom assigned himself, and his account provides importantinsights for biographers and historians. We follow that essay with aroundtable, organized by Prof. Erin Coyle, addressing a variety of issuesthat historians must confront when they attempt to study privacy andtechnology. For our historian Q&A, Prof. Vanessa Murphree agreed tosubmit to an interview. She has been one of the main figures in thegrowth in recent years in the importance of research on public rela-tions history. Finally, for our Q&A with the author of an award-winningbook, we have an interview with Prof. Bruce Lenthall, whose Radio’s

America: The Great Depression and the Rise of Modern Mass Culture re -ceived the 2008 AEJMC History Division award.NOTES1 Lawrence W. Levine and Ann Lage, “An Interview with Lawrence W. Levine,” Journal
of American History 93 (December 2006): 800.2 Sean Baker, “Cultural and Critical Studies,” Chapter 19 in Shuhua Zhou and Wm.David Sloan, Research Methods in Communication, 3rd ed. (Northport, Ala.: Vision Press,2015), 312.3 Explanations of the interpretations that mass communication historians have usedcan be found in a variety of places. One of the convenient places is chapter 2, “In terpre -tation in History,” in James D. Startt and Wm. David Sloan, Historical Methods in Mass
Communication, 4th ed. (Northport, Ala.: Vision Press, 2019).
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The Professional
If you want your students to excel at writing and pub-
lishing feature articles, Writing for Mag a zines will be
your perfect textbook. 

The author, Cheryl S. Wray, brings a wealth of experi-
ence to both writing and teaching. She is a full-time
freelance writer and has published more than 1,500
articles in a wide variety of publications. She has taught
college courses in be ginning and ad vanced feature
writing, and she is a frequent con  ference speaker.

The chapters will take your students step-by-step
through the process, from getting ideas to seeing their articles in print. This
exceptional book also includes Q&A interviews with editors and successful
writers, exercises with every chapter, and a variety of other features to help
students learn the process — and to help you teach your course and see your
students’ articles published.

A teacher’s manual on a CD is available with adoption of the book. It includes
Internet resources, PowerPoint presentations for classroom use, course syl-
labi, chapter quizzes, multiple exercises for every chapter, grading forms to
lighten the job for you, and a variety of other items.

We think it is the very best textbook in the field. Yet, its suggested retail price
is only $31.95 — less than one-half the price of most textbooks and lower
than for used copies of many.

To request a free exam copy, email Vision Press at 
visionpress.books@gmail.com

Vision Press

“Outstanding Books at Affordable Prices”



Before explaining how I came to develop a histo-ry of NBC News documentaries and the careerof producer Ted Yates, I beg your indulgence torecall some iconic moments documented by sportsphotographer Neil Leifer — Muhammad Ali tower-ing over Sonny Liston (1965), Venus Williams victo-rious at Wimbledon (2005), Secretariat charging tothe Triple Crown (1973) — and to take a side tripto Roger & Rod’s barber shop. Several years ago,amidst the scissor snips and incessant chatter, I satreading one of the many interviews with Leifer in which he attributedhis success to luck — right place, right time. The magazine writer,though, saw through Leifer’s feint. What he was really saying is that ittakes intense preparation, rigorous methods, and painstaking work tobrush away the dust of the mundane and create conditions that couldpresent a lucky shot. As it is for a hard-working photographer like NeilLeifer, it is the same for paleontologists, surgeons, cooks and carpen-ters, and historians — it’s the burning question, intense curiosity, and
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Method Karma — Or, Slogging 
My Way to History

By Thomas A. Mascaro ©

Tom Mascaro is a documentary historian and professor of media and communication at
Bowling Green State University. He’s the author of Into the Fray: How NBC’s Washington
Documentary Unit Reinvented the News. He’s at work on a new book about NBC News
documentaries, 1967-1989, “Hard Truths: The Documentary Odyssey of Bob Rogers and
Rhonda Schwartz.” He received his Ph.D. from Wayne State University.

© 2019. The author owns the copyright to this essay.
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commitment to the subject, combined with rigorous preparation, thatmotivates us to slog through dusty pages to imbibe the milieu of thepast and construct a theory of others’ times. Sometimes we positionourselves to get lucky.
Returning to Their TimesTaped above my desk is a yellowed column of letters to the editor fromthe New York Times, September ’99, labeled, “Good Biography NeedsSubject and Author.” Mark Twain historian Justin Kaplan advises thatthe biographer “should try to render the experience of another personliving in a world partly governed by contingency and accident. Thequestion ... is not why but how: how it felt for the subject of the biogra-phy to live his life.” Sociology professor Carol J. Auster adds, “[T]he bestbiographies are those that reveal the connections between individualbiography and history” and that help us “understan[d] the ways inwhich the social and cultural environment and the historical era shapethe outcomes of individual lives.”For my research, I needed to place Yates in his times, and I wantedto avoid secondary treatments for historical context by consultingrecords of his environments. For a program on the 1965 uprising in theDominican Republic, I went to the Johnson Presidential Library andpaged through National Security Council files, an impressive minute-by-minute record of international crises. These documents explain themoment leftists challenged the government, the arrival of U.S. naval andground forces, and military coordination with reporters. I had seenYates’s documentary, Santo Domingo, War Among Friends (NBC, May 28,1965). Now I was reading the history unfolding in cryptic State-speakdocuments of the U.S. government. To my utter amazement, I spotted the name of my subject, “TedYates.” A series of NSC missives recounted the arrival of the press. Sometook advantage of U.S. naval transportation to the Dominican capitol.

Mascaro
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Yates, who enjoyed NBC’s financial re -sources, flew in from Puerto Rico, which al -lowed him to avoid military restrictions ofmovement and proved fateful for Yates andhis crew. They were able to film street fight-ing and the breathless report of a U.S. Marinewhose comrade had been killed. The youngsoldier told Yates they would wait until darkto recover the body.Other U.S. Marines had set up check-points for entry into combat zones, includingone that stopped a Prensa (Press) vehiclecarrying two Miami Herald reporters. Whenmarines challenged the driver to halt, he pan-icked, reversed course, and guards opened fire and injured the two re -porters. Yates arrived with a film crew moments later and recorded aninterview with one victim, while also establishing that U.S. forces hadfired upon American journalists. All of this was recounted in the NSCdocuments, which included the names of dozens of reporters. It was myfirst grasp of military-press-government relations during crises. Theyrely on one another for intel and sources, but they are also adversarial,operating independently to accomplish their different missions. Yatesroutinely ignored U. S. officials in pursuit of stories. So in addition to developing a primary-source account of Yates’ssituation in Santo Domingo, I also discovered the depth of detail en -tombed in NSC and government records in terms of relations with andmovement of members of the press. Searching for context I found a newline of inquiry, which led to troves of primary source documents relat-ed to my subject.

Slogging My Way to History
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Documentary Producer
(1931-1967)



What’s In a Name?Having found Yates’s name in the LBJ files, I became reluctant to skim,no matter how thick the folders or how high the cartons. To narrow mysearch at the National Archives at College Park, Maryland, I decided tocontinue to focus on NSC, State Department, and Press Relations docu-ments covering periods leading up to documentary airdates. For in -stance, the program Congo: Victim of Independence, aired April 3, 1966,meaning the crew would have been in country in the autumn months. Iwould target a timeline from when I knew the crew was on scene andcontinue through a few weeks beyond the broadcast, in case falloutfrom the program appeared in cable traffic. Using this method to findsources for a documentary series on Southeast Asia, I exposed a briefnote in State Department files introducing one Judy Bird Williams, asworking for NBC producer Ted Yates and who would be researching inIndonesia and should have the embassy’s assistance. “Judy Bird Williams” was a lucky find. Yates hired Judy Bird as a re -searcher in 1961. She married John Williams and became Judy Will -iams, as she was identified in NBC releases. For several years, I’d beentrying to find threads tied to surviving members of the Yates crew. On -line searches for “Judy Williams” produced everything and nothing. So,when I found her name in a cable at the National Archives, I leapt to thepublic computer, searched “Judy Bird Williams,” and got three hits: twofor the same unrelated source and a third that mentioned “Judy BirdWilliams” in a newsletter for Cornell University, Class of ’57. Judy wasliving in Hawaii, where she had shepherded some former Cornell class-mates around the Big Island, as noted in the newsletter. I contacted theeditor and asked her to forward my info. Judy called a few days later.This serendipitous contact opened a treasure of photographs, docu-ments, a Hawaiian interview, and a steady stream of emails and phonechats about Indonesia in the mid-1960s. It was also the beginning of anew line of inquiry about women working in documentary journalism.

Mascaro
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Challenging TheoriesWhen Judy divorced, she also decided to challenge herself professional-ly. Yates had been over-protective regarding international assignments,but Judy had expertise on Indonesia pertinent to the proposed docu-mentaries on Southeast Asia during the escalation in Vietnam. Shepushed Yates to let her reach out to her contacts and won authorizationto go to Jakarta and research a program she would write. She receivedher first on-screen writer’s credit for The Battle for Asia, Part III: Indo -

nesia: The Troubled Victory (February 19, 1967). Among the personalrecords Judy Bird has shared with me are her 50-page “spot sheet,” thedetailed first pass of the documentary script, and a personal letter toher parents on the occasion of Yates’s death in Jerusalem during theJune 1967 war. Like many of Yates’s associates, Bird was aware of his bravery,which many attributed to a stint as combat correspondent during theKorean War. Numerous obituaries and tributes praised Yates’s courage,dedication to journalism, and combat experience. Based primarily onthese testimonials, I conducted research and developed narrative theo-ries on the basis of courage under fire in Korea translating into braveryat documentary sites. I wanted to flesh out his military record as a Ma -rine Reservist and knew Yates had worked on the Camp LeJeune Globe.I located microfilm of the paper in Quantico, Virginia, which is near life-long friends of mine. I dispatched them to Quantico to search for issuesthat overlapped Yates’s military service, which they scanned and sent.To my surprise, I learned that Yates served his entire stint for the Re -serves in North Carolina. He served during the Korean War, as he con-sistently reported on his resume throughout his life. Still uncertain, Iacquired Yates’s service records listing dates of his enlistment and dis-charge, assignments, and his service awards — nothing about Korea.Experts on military records I consulted confirmed: never in Korea. 
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Evidence of a New TheoryI needed a theoretical framework to organize the life and times of TedYates and his Washington, D.C.-based documentary unit. Yates was offi-cially classified as a “combat correspondent,” as were all public in for -mation officers of his day. A combat correspondent was the liaison be -tween troops in theater and home, unlike a “war correspondent,”whose job is to report firsthand evidence from battlefield to news desk— even when information flouts the line pushed by government andmilitary officials. Working from records of the totality of Yates’s career and life, I wasable to explain his transition from public relations writer to journalist,cub reporter to famous documentary producer, frolicking rodeo cow-boy and outdoorsman to outspoken environmentalist, and from beingstuck at Camp LeJeune to how he became both a war and combat cor-respondent — April 1965, on the streets of Santo Domingo, where TedYates came into his own as a courageous documentary correspondent,producer, and director. He reported under fire and liaised with re -porters and soldiers in harm’s way back to their families and friends.And he challenged practices of the U.S. Marines. I was able to documentthat moment because method had revealed a lucky find in LBJ’s andother archives. * * *Ted Yates remains for me a complex, fascinating historical subject. Hereminds me of Jon Hamm, owing to their similar appearances, and tosome extent Hamm’s Mad Men character Don Draper — handsome,center of attention, kind, mercurial, and carrying a secret about hispast. I never found evidence of Yates intentionally misleading othersabout his Korean-era service. I concluded that those who had seen hisaccurate bio — “combat correspondent during the Korean War” — de -duced he’d been there. I found rare instances where Yates was mis-introduced and he chose not to correct the mistake. It seemed to me

Mascaro
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that as Yates gained experience as a documentary producer, he wantedto lead a professional life that matched the mythology others had devel-oped around him, and which he used to his advantage. Based on hiswork, historical records, and numerous conversations with people whoknew and worked with Yates, I have presented his story as that of anotable journalist whose flaws are significantly outweighed by his tal-ents. We’re not typically covering sporting events that have unknownbut definitive outcomes. We know how the race ends. Instead of snap-ping a picture at the right moment, we’re trying to assemble the scat-tered pixels of history into a legible picture or movie that explains thepast and its influence on the present. We often make our luck and findsomething earth shattering. Usually, though, like Neil Leifer, we rely ona lot of hard work. I could not have written the history that I did had itnot been for the method that took me to lodes yielding shining inspira-tions, including my local barbershop.
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NEW, 4TH EDITION 
JUST PUBLISHED

With its first edition, Historical Methods in Mass

Communica tion quickly became the standard manual for
research in the field. 

This highly praised book guides
historians and history students in the
methods of proper research. Its
underlying concept is that communi-
cation historians must master the
well-prescribed methods that have
proven themselves in the general
field of history.

The new, fourth edition retains the
qualities that made the earlier edi-
tions so successful, but it adds fea-
tures that make it even better. You

will find substantial revisions in several chapters, an expand-
ed chapter on Internet research for historians, an updated
bibliography, an expanded index, and other improvements.

To request a free exam copy, please email Vision Press at
visionpress.books@gmail.com

Vision Press
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The authors of “The Right to Privacy,” an 1890
Har vard Law Review article commonly credit-ed with providing a foundation for legal privacyrights in the United States, called for American lawto protect individuals against intrusions by thepress and intrusions due to developments in tech-nology. For examples, the authors, Samuel D. War -ren and Louis D. Brandeis, pointed to French andBritish legal principles that protected individualproperty and privacy rights. Laws in all fifty U.S.states subsequently have recognized privacy interests. Nonetheless,contemporary commentators have criticized intrusive practices for pri-vacy invasions by me dia practitioners and developers of technology.Publishers have been challenged for sharing sensitive personal in -formation in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. In recent years,news coverage has addressed sexual affairs and allegations of inappro-priate sexual conduct. Some of the stories relate to Warren and Bran -deis’s warnings about publishing sensitive information that once onlywas whispered in private settings. Other stories are relevant to politics,government, and allegations of sexual harassment.Privacy concerns also recently arose after individuals lost control
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Historical Roundtable:
Legal and Historical Understandings 

of Privacy and Technology
By Erin K. Coyle, Amy Gajda, 

Jeffery A. Smith, and Heidi Tworek ©



over how their data was accessed and shared via technology. Hackers’unauthorized access to data and social media companies’ sharing of in -formation with third parties inspired fears that personal informationcould be disclosed to undesired audiences. The European Union’sGeneral Data Protection Regulation started providing EU citizens withgreater control over uses of their data in 2018. In 2019, Mark Zuck er -berg, the chief executive officer of Facebook, called for U.S. regulators toconsider similar protections over ways personal information is ac -cessed and shared. Zuckerberg also envisioned a future with greaterprotections for private communications on the Inter net.

Coyle, Gajda, Smith, and Tworek
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Erin Coyle is an associate professor at the Louisiana State University
Manship School of Mass Communication. A former journalist, she is
the author of the book The Press and Rights to Privacy: First Amend -
ment Freedoms Vs. Invasion of Privacy Claims. She also has published
scholarly articles on First Amendment, privacy, and access issues.

Amy Gajda is a former journalist and the current Class of 1937 Pro -
fessor of Law at Tulane University. Her work focuses mostly on privacy
and media and includes multiple books, law review articles, and pop-
ular press opinion pieces. 

Jeffery A. Smith is a professor emeritus in the Department of Jour -
nalism, Advertising, and Media Studies at the University of Wiscon -
sin—Milwaukee. His “Moral Guardians and the Origins of the Right
to Privacy” appeared in the spring 2008 issue of Journalism and
Com munication Monographs. The study received the Association for
Education in Journalism and Mass Communication History Division’s
top faculty paper award and Covert Award.

Dr. Heidi Tworek is an assistant professor of international history at
the University of British Columbia as well as a non-resident fellow at
the German Marshall Fund of the United States and Canadian Global
Affairs Institute. Her book News from Germany: The Competition to
Con trol World Communications, 1900-1945 was published in March
2019 by Harvard University Press. She is the lead for the hate speech
and violent extremism section of the High-Level Transatlantic Working
Group on Content Moderation Online and Freedom of Expression
(https://www.ivir.nl/twg).
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This roundtable recognizes that contemporary calls to protect pri-vacy against practices by the press and developments in technologyecho concerns previously voiced at various points in history. For thisroundtable, three scholars who have explored historical and legal is -sues related to privacy and technology discuss their research methodsand the contributions this research makes to our understanding of pri-vacy and technology.
Coyle: What is your approach to researching privacy or technology? 

Gajda: I think what has benefited me the most in my research is ques-tioning and reconsidering others’ assessment of the history of privacyand its key people. When I started on the tenure track, for example, I re -viewed all older court cases that mentioned key words I knew I’d be in -terested in, such as “privacy” and “journalism.” That look at historicalcourt decisions took time, as you might imagine, but that foundationalre  search has guided my work from the very beginning through to to -day. And from that and research like it I’ve found occasional differencesbe tween what scholars thought and what the reality was. So, I guess Iwould say that I take a journalistic approach to privacy research, and Ithink that that sort of approach has benefitted my work.
Smith: I try to understand what leads up to the creation of protectionssuch as the First Amendment and restrictions such as the privacy tort.Looking into the “whys” and “hows” can tell us something about whathu man beings expect from laws intended to control future actions. Ex -perience shows that rights and restraints do not always turn out asplanned. For example, Congress did not wait long to pass a statuteabridging press freedom, the Sedition Act of 1798, and the privacy torthas been difficult to use against the press.
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Tworek: Counterintuitively, my research does not necessarily placetechnology at the center of my narratives. Rather, I embed technologywithin broader political, economic, social, legal, and cultural forces, see-ing it as one strand in an interconnected web that creates the news. I try to write the history of technology in several ways. First, I tryto expand the Social Construction of Technology approach to incorpo-rate political economy. The meaning of wireless technology was notjust socially constructed but also shaped by German political and eco-nomic views of how news should be distributed. Those views were in -formed by German geopolitical ambitions to become a great power innews as well as German economic ambitions to supply news around theworld to promote German exports. Second, I weave the history of technology into a wider history ofthe political and military institutions that invested in technology in thefirst place. I did not expect wireless telegraphy to play such a crucialrole in my book, News from Germany. Rather, it became clear throughmy archival research that German elites from 1900 invested in innova-tion in wireless technology to bypass the apparently British-controlledsubmarine cable system. The most important elites initially were politi-cians and the Navy. Both consistently subsidized research and develop-ment in wireless telegraphy in its early years, shaping how the technol-ogy became point-to-many, rather than remaining point-to-point.Third, I use the history of technology to find new ways to studycommunications across political regimes. By following an understudiedtechnology like wireless, I could show how German elites were investedin the combination of news and technology across three political eras(semi-authoritarian/semi-democratic Imperial Germany, the demo-cratic Weimar Republic, and fascist Nazi regime). Despite massive polit-ical upheaval, German elites continued to see wireless technology as away to send news from Germany around the world. That news changeddramatically, but the beliefs in the power of wireless technology re -
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mained the same. Technology, then, offers a way to trace continuitiesconcretely rather than speculatively.Finally, I have brought this historical perspective on technology topolicy analysis of contemporary developments in social media and theInternet. Many policy debates see the Internet as unprecedented, whileI bring a different analytical lens that contextualizes the Internet withina longer history of how technological innovation intertwines withbroader political, economic, legal, and cultural forces.
Coyle: How have you overcome challenges when studying privacy or tech-

nology?

Gajda: I’d say that the biggest challenge I’ve faced is technological.When I write a piece, historical or otherwise, I want to be sure that Ihave access to all of the relevant court decisions or all of the relevantnewspaper articles, and I depend upon the databases that I’m using tohave everything. But new older information is added to online archivesas it becomes available and, with regard to court decisions, there aredifferences in published newer and older cases between the Westlawand Lexis databases. This means that each time I want to survey courtde cisions about a particular topic, for example, I look in both legal data-bases just to be sure, and then hope that no “new” older case will beadded the very next day. 
Smith: One challenge for any historian is finding and reading the rele-vant secondary literature to know what has been done before and tofigure out what could be the most useful now. We are right to prize pri-mary sources, but secondary ones should be cited to acknowledge ear-lier studies and to explain exactly how our work is advancing knowl-edge. As gaps and debates in the scholarship become apparent, a re -search question can be formulated to make the inquiry as fresh and
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focused as possible.Searching and organizing skills are especially important for largeprojects. As I locate sources, I put briefly annotated printouts into pilesand files. I add reviews I have torn out from my copies of the Journal of

American History, the New York Review of Books, and other publications.If my writing is far enough along to see where something might fit in amanuscript, I may use a source immediately while its significance iseasy to recall. 
Tworek: There are several key challenges in studying technology and,indeed, privacy. First, how do we make histories of technology (andlaw) relatable to non-specialists? Of course, this problem is inherent inall scholarship, but it is more present in certain subdisciplines thatother scholars may assume are dry, technical, or overwhelmingly de -tailed. I’ve tried to combine a light touch in explaining technical aspectswith compelling stories to illustrate the larger forces at work. Moregenerally, it is incumbent upon us to make clear why historians need toincorporate these aspects into their work. Second, how do we understand technology not just from the side ofinnovators but also those observing or using that technology? My re -search has often focused on the international, geopolitical aspects ofcommunications, particularly news from Germany. If I had only usedGerman archives, I could have detailed how Germans believed thattheir news had affected geopolitics. But only multi-archival, multi-lin-gual research could uncover how the British, French, Austrians, Amer -icans, Poles, and others reacted to German use of wireless to dissemi-nate news around the world. It was a major challenge to visit so manyarchives and research in so many languages — plus hard to know whento stop! Those archival visits were, though, a critical aspect of writingan international history of communications that upends some of our as -sumptions about historical Anglo-American dominance in news and
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communications technologies. Third, how do we remain precise about what is and is not unprece-dented about the Internet? It is tempting to claim that there is nothingnew under the sun. Yet the Internet has created some new phenomena,whether micro-targeting or commoditizing surveillance. I see my taskas a historian to explain clearly which patterns are new, which parallelolder developments, and which follow a longer history of path-depen-dency. It is also our job to push back against misconceived nostalgic re -miniscences of a media “golden age” before the Internet. 
Coyle: How do you research social, cultural, or journalistic changes that

historically have inspired calls for privacy protection or technological

change?

Smith: I believe in understanding contexts and digging deep into manytypes of sources from the past. I appreciate, for instance, the way Pat -rick C. File’s Bad News Travels Fast: The Telegraph, Libel, and Press

Freedom in the Progressive Era (2019) mines cases, statutes, treatises,documents, trade journals, journalism, and scholarship. My monographon the history of privacy before the famous Warren and Brandeis arti-cle in 1890 cites more than 350 sources in 30 pages. A variety of pri-mary and secondary sources helped me to argue that Victorian values,which can seem old-fashioned in today’s world, were key motivatorsfor extending existing privacy protections. 
Coyle: How can legal histories contribute to modern discussions and legal

decisions about privacy or technology?

Gajda: I think it’s important to look back at what privacy meant in theearly days: from early court decisions about privacy, through to thefamous law review article “The Right to Privacy,” through to cases that
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were later overturned because of their lack of understanding about theimportance of press freedoms. We can learn a lot from knee-jerk pastmistakes as we look toward the future of privacy and its seemingly in -creasing conflict with First Amendment interests.
Smith: New technologies can stir up fears and attempts to impose con-trols. History shows, however, that government actions can be futile orlegally flawed. If we consider broadcast regulation, for instance, we cansee how deregulation occurred and how much eventually was left tothe business marketplace and to self-regulation. Television and radiobe came less well-behaved, but the audience had, for better or worse,more choices.The result of more legal freedom may be less fairness and propri-ety, but can we allow only nice expression in a democracy? The FirstAmendment leaves content matters to the media and to individualswho use and assert their rights rather than to government. Public offi-cials should have little or no control over what is said, but may be legit-imately interested in antitrust enforcement, communication infrastruc-ture, and other affirmative ways of supporting a marketplace of ideas.Yet, in the late twentieth century the government had difficulties tryingto preserve newspaper competition and to deal with monopolistic com-panies such as IBM and Microsoft. Other countries recently have taken on Big Tech by requiring moreprivacy and seeking more competition. Substantial fines have been im -posed. Americans may want to curtail perceived abuses of power, butat the same time like what industry giants can do for them. Searching,shopping, and socializing are easy, but snooping, corporate bullying,and barriers to entry can occur. The harm to consumers may be toler-ated as long as the benefits seem considerable.
Tworek: I never thought that I would write legal history when I first
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be gan my work nor that my scholarship on legal history would fore-shadow contemporary developments. When I presented my disserta-tion prospectus on news agencies, one legal scholar presciently askedabout intellectual property rights in news. At the time, I had no answer.But the question inspired me to watch out for that topic in the archives.I found an abundance of material in Germany that I might otherwisehave overlooked. The emergence of radio had triggered a German at -tempt in the late 1920s and early 1930s to create a law establishingcopyright in news. The law was never passed, but debates around itshowed eerie parallels to German discussions that had started in 2009about Leistungsschutzrecht (ancillary copyright law for press publish-ers). With a communications scholar, Christopher Buschow, I’ve nowco-written several articles that compare the 1920s with the present toexplain why the Leistungsschutzrecht is problematic and highly unlikelyto work. The historical analysis lay at the core of our arguments andshowed me the importance of history in current discussions about law,communications, and technology.Legal scholarship so often focuses on cases that created precedentor laws that were passed. Studying intellectual property rights in newsmeans looking at the many proposals that never became law and un -der standing why news providers were so eager to entrench advantagesusing law or to fight back against new technologies through legal meas-ures. Legal histories are critical to comprehend the roads not taken aswell as the broader context in which legal decisions are made. 
Coyle: What advice would you give to others considering researching the

legal history of privacy or technology?

Gajda: I would tell others considering historical legal research on pri-vacy to think for themselves and not necessarily accept others’ sense ofthat history. Second, and this one is mostly for those who do not have a
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law degree, I would advise scholars to use more than Supreme Courtdecisions in their work. Lawyers know that there are very interestinglower court decisions regarding privacy or any other topic — includingdecisions from influential federal trial courts — and many times thosedecisions are harbingers for what higher courts will be deciding infuture years. There is a wealth of material out there awaiting commentby researchers with appointments in schools outside of law schools.
Smith: We may be able to contribute to current decision-making pro -cesses with legal, ethical, and historical perspectives. Individuals, wecan point out, may want to share personal facts. In the past, plenty ofpeople wanted their society and wedding stories in newspapers andtheir names, addresses, and numbers in telephone books. More recent-ly, we can see how celebrities and social media users reveal private in -formation. The Internet has been able to develop with few restrictions, butnow demands are being made for change. Organizations are mobilizing.Congress is considering legislation. Agencies are acting. Tech compa-nies, as private governments, are making and enforcing policies thatmay help to ward off legal actions. Mark Zuckerberg recently said thatthe future of the Internet is “privacy-focused” communication ratherthan open platforms. The history of self-regulation as an alternative to laws is a relative-ly neglected area. What have ethics codes and decisions done or notdone in the past with privacy and technology issues? What businessand individual choices have brought us to the point that so much per-sonal data is collected and mishandled? What lobbying and influencecampaigns have media and tech companies used and what can the out-comes tell us? 
Tworek: First, you will not always find the most important aspects of
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legal history in the archives of a country’s Justice Ministry or in caselaw. I uncovered critical material in the company archives of newsagencies like Reuters and the Associated Press or in the files of theGerman Interior Ministry. Will Slauter’s excellent recent book on intel-lectual property rights in news, Who Owns the News?, similarly goes be -yond the court cases to look at publishing practices. Second, be very careful not to take rhetoric at face value. News pub-lishers often made arguments to push for copyright in news that theylater contradicted or that the facts belied. Rhetoric was (and is) oftenvery different from the reality of how news was made or reproduced. Third, be brave about taking on legal history! It has proven a veryuseful lens for me in many unexpected ways from writing about intel-lectual property rights in news to my current work on the steering com-mittee of a high-level Transatlantic Working Group on ContentModeration Online and Freedom of Expression, where I have analyzedthe German Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz (NetzDG, Network Enforce -ment Law, colloquially known as a hate speech law) that came intoforce in 2018. I had initial trepidations about entering the field but havefound it to be endlessly fascinating and fruitful.
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The Best General
Methods Book for
History Students

Research in communication offers a
wide array of methods. So cial sci-
ence methods remain important
even as methods in the humanities
— such as historical methods — and
professional studies have gained in -

creasing em phasis. Yet most textbooks barely mention the
latter methods.

Research Methods in Communication includes them all. We
think you will find that it is clearly the best book for covering
the wide range of methods — not only the quantitative but
the qualitative ones also — that scholars in the field use.

To make certain Research Methods in Communica tion pro-
vides your students the best instruction, each chapter is writ-
ten by an expert on the chapter topic. So you can be confi-
dent that, as your students begin to study methods, they will
have the very best guides.

A teacher’s manual is available when you adopt the book. The CD

contains sample syllabi, 25 PowerPoint presentations, and multiple-

choice quizzes for each chapter.

To request an exam copy, email vision.press.books@gmail.com

VISION PRESS
Outstanding textbooks at affordable prices 



Vanessa Murphree, a prominent historian of pub-
lic relations, is an associate professor at the Uni -

versity of Southern Mississippi, where she re ceived
her Ph.D. in mass communication. She is the author
of the book The Selling of Civil Rights: The Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and the Use of

Public Relations, along with a number of journal arti-
cles. She has been one of the main contributors to
the growth in the importance of historical research

on public relations during the last few decades. In addition to Southern
Mississippi, she also has taught at Loyola University New Orleans and the
University of South Alabama.

Q: Tell us a little about your background — where you were born and

grew up, your education, and so forth. 

Murphree: I was born and raised in Oneonta, Alabama, a town of 5,000about an hour north of Birmingham. In a way, I began my historicalwork there while working on the high school yearbook staff. I didn’trealize it at the time, but I was creating a history while working on ouraward-winning book. This experience would also provide a foundationfor my work as a public relations professional. I was fortunate to havethe opportunity to learn early in life that I enjoy writing, design, andphotography. I initially attended Walker College, a community college in Jasper,
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Alabama. I had the opportunity to serve as editor of the yearbook andcontinue to advance my writing, editing, and design skills. I transferredto the University of Alabama in 1986 and served as student life editorof the Corolla, the university yearbook, for two years. So being a part ofthe yearbook staff played a significant role in both my college and highschool years. 
Q: What did you do professionally before going into teaching?

Murphree: Most of my work experience is with non-profits. I workedfor almost four years in Birmingham for the American Society of Re -productive Medicine, a professional medical society. Those were inter-esting and learning-filled years. I was fortunate to work with world-class physicians who were at the forefront of advances in reproductivemedicine. I spent most of my time writing and editing patient educationmaterials and newsletters and organizing the annual meeting. I also worked for almost six years on staff at Tulane UniversitySchool of Public Health and Tropical Medicine in a grant-funded centerfocused on worker health and safety. Again, I spent lots of time writingeducational materials and newsletters. I frequently traveled toHanford, Washington, the location of our partner training center. Whilethere, I helped organize training events and also managed our first dis-tance learning master’s program. Of course, all distance programs arenow online. But at that time, around 1995, video conferencing was cut-ting edge. I think we were one of only a few universities that were doinglive distance learning. We had an industrial hygiene master’s cohort inWashington state, with additional students and faculty in New Orleans.It was a productive and useful partnership. I remember Dr. David Sloan, my thesis advisor, encouraging me topursue a doctorate when I completed my master’s degree. He empha-sized the need for historical scholarship in public relations and ex -
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plained that most topics had not yet been explored. But at that time —I was 23 — I wanted to pursue a public relations career. Plus, I was notready to take on such a challenge. But the idea resurfaced about tenyears later while I was working at Tulane in New Or leans. Dr. Sloan wasin town for an AEJMC conference. He continued to encourage me to pur-sue a doctorate degree. Though reluctant at first, I warmed to the idea.And a few months later, I made the decision to leave my job and enterthe doctoral program at the University of Southern Mississippi, where Inow teach. Dr. Sloan was right. It’s a great job. And I’m thankful to haveso many op portunities to work with wonderful colleagues and studentsand opportunities to learn and grow as well. 
Q: Where, and what courses, have you taught?

Murphree: My first position was at Loyola University New Orleans. Iwas there from 2001 until 2005. I taught media writing, introduction tomass communication, and public relations writing and campaigns. I moved to the University of South Alabama in the fall of 2005 andbe gan teaching graduate courses including qualitative research andme  dia history. I also taught undergraduate media history (my favoriteclass) and all classes in the public relation sequence — introduction,management, campaigns, and writing. At USM, where I’ve been since the fall of 2012, I teach general me -dia courses such as introduction to mass communication, media writ-ing, and media history. I’ve also instructed graduate courses in mediahistory and public relations. 
Q: Tell us about your background in history — When did you first get

interested in historical research? How did your education prepare you to

be a historian? Who or what have been the major influences on your his-

torical outlook and work?
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Murphree: I landed in David Sloan’s media history class by chancewhen I was working on my master’s degree at the University of Ala -bama. At that time, 1987, there were only a handful of students in thepublic relations graduate program. I was struggling to find a thesistopic and was discouraged to the point of almost quitting the program.Thankfully, Dr. Sloan introduced me to historical research, which I did-n’t previously know was an option for my thesis. I thought I had to dosomething statistical; so it was a great relief to discover another option. I didn’t think of myself as an historian prior to that. But I’d alwaysenjoyed history classes, books, and films. And, even as a child, I enjoyedlooking at old magazines and newspapers. Dr. Sloan encouraged me toresearch media coverage of public relations in national magazines dur-ing the Great Depression. And I absolutely loved doing this research. Iremember looking forward to going to Gorgas Library [the Universityof Alabama’s main library] every afternoon and immersing myself inthose magazines — American Mercury, Forum, Colliers, Saturday Even -

ing Post, Cosmopolitan, and many more. And with Dr. Sloan’s help, I wasable to craft these primary sources into a meaningful thesis — and
graduate! I didn’t do any more historical work until around 1999 when Ibegan my doctoral studies at the University of Southern Mississippi.Again, I was fortunate to have a great teacher and mentor (and now col-league), Dr. David Davies. And I was also fortunate to land in his classduring the semester that he had the entire class work on a topic relatedto the 1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer. Though I thought I had astrong background in civil rights history, I quickly realized that I had alot to learn. And looking at Freedom Summer provided a broad andmeaningful platform for all of us. Moreover, our university library andarchives as well our community turned out to be incredible resources.So many civil rights events took place in Hattiesburg. And simply beingin that location made the research more interesting and meaningful
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and even exciting. The class was especially insightful because we wereall working on a similar topic and could help each other as we ad -dressed our own more refined areas. My topic — “The Student Non -violent Coordinating Committee and the Use of Public Relations” —would become my dissertation topic and later my book. It’s still one ofmy favorite things to talk about. I attended my first AJHA conference in 2000 in Pittsburgh. ThoughI’ve enjoyed many wonderful conferences since, this meeting is still myfavorite. I met so many wonderful people who would become bothmentors and friends who continue to support me in so many ways. 
Q: What are the main areas or ideas on which you concentrate your his-

torical work?

Murphree: I’ve continued to look at civil rights over the years. But I’vealso expanded my work to include the birth control movement as wellas public relations case studies. 
Q: Summarize for us the body of work — books, journal articles, and so

forth — that you have done related to history.

Murphree: My most recent publication examines news coverage ofEdward Bernays’ 1929 “Torches of Freedom” march and concluded thatthe coverage was not nearly as celebratory as Bernays claimed and theimpact of the event was likely never as extensive or persuasive as Ber -nays and other historians have suggested. Interestingly, this articlecon nects to my master’s thesis (completed 28 years previously), whichlooked at magazine coverage of public relations during the Depression.As one would expect, Bernays was a frequent subject of those articles.So that early research effort played a role in this recent publication. As I mentioned, I was working on my thesis in the late 1980s.
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Bernays was well into his 90s at that time. The highlight of my thesisresearch was speaking to him on the phone. I wrote to him requestingan interview and was surprised when he immediately wrote back andagreed to speak to me. If I had it to do again, I would have made everyeffort to do an in-person interview. I still have his note and treasure thememory of our conversation. As I mentioned earlier, my dissertation (and 2006 book) address-ing public relations and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com -mittee has been central to much of my research. I also published an ar -ticle about the organization’s newspaper, an article that summarizedthe public relations efforts, and a third article that looked at how publicrelations influenced the black power movement. The black power arti-cle won best American Journalism article in 2006, a tremendous honorfor me. I was also fortunate to work with Karla Gower, one of our most ac -complished public relations historians, on two articles that examinedhow Margaret Sanger used public relations to advance the birth controlmovement. I’ve lived in New Orleans for many years. So, after the devastatingef fects of Hurricane Katrina and the resulting levee breaches thatcaused the New Orleans flooding, I, along with two co-authors, re -searched FEMA’s public relations efforts, specifically the framing oftheir press releases. I’m currently working on an article about New Orleans communityradio station WWOZ. Essentially, I’m examining the role the Internethas played in creating an international audience for community pro-gramming. Most anyone who lives in, or who has visited New Orleans,will tell you about the significance of the music. So this topic has lots ofmedia angles, including public relations. And it’s important to me be -cause the station and the music have been a part of my life for 26 years. 
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Q: We realize that it is difficult to judge one’s own work — and that the

most accomplished people are often the most modest — but if you had to

summarize your most important contributions to the field of JMC history,

what would they be?

Murphree: I think my civil rights research has broadened our perspec-tive regarding public relations history and shows us how central publicrelations is to social change. The research makes it clear that the SNCCpublic relations efforts were well thought out, deliberate, and mostlysuccessful. Though it’s not surprising to learn that public relationsplayed such a strong role, the research (along with the research of oth-ers who have looked at PR and social change) adds a new dimension topublic relations and civil rights history. I’m also especially proud of my Bernays article that I mentionedearlier. For many years, I was a firm believer and propagator of themyth that I’ve since debunked. So this was an especially fun and in -sightful piece to write that I hope will eventually change one of the mostcommonly told “stories” in public relations history. 
Q: As you look back over your career, if you could do anything differently,

what would it be?

Murphree: I would have made an effort to travel more and maderetirement planning a much bigger priority during my 20s and 30s. 
Q: Tell us about your “philosophy of history” (of historical study in general

or of JMC history in particular) or what you think are the most important

principles for studying history.

Murphree: My central philosophy, which is, of course, not unique tome, primarily revolves around the idea that the truth is evolving, and I
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think all of my research has helped me better understand that concept.And I think that’s the most fun part about doing historical research.When I set out to do the Torches of Freedom article, I had no clue thatthe whole thing was a Bernays constructed myth. In fact, it took me awhile to be lieve what I was seeing in my primary sources since I, likemany others, was attached to and loved telling the Easter parade story. 
Q: How would you evaluate the quality of work being done today in JMC

history — its strengths and weaknesses?

Murphree: I am continually impressed with the rising level of scholar-ship in our field. Thanks to the work of many outstanding mentors, wehave even more rising scholars who are contributing creative, thought-provoking, and innovative work to our growing body of media historyknowledge. For example, I’ve seen historical articles in the past coupleof years that address important First Amendment questions that lendtremendous insight into today’s troubling relationship between theWhite House and the press. There’s also an expanding body of litera-ture that helps us better understand the long-overlooked contributionof women and minorities. One weakness that comes to mind is our growing reliance on In -ternet resources. I know that I am more inclined to approach a topicwhen all of the sources are available online. But the convenience of on -line primary sources may sometimes make it easy to overlook essentialsources that are not online. For example, when I presented my Eas terParade paper at a conference, I had not yet looked at Bernays’ docu-ments in the Library of Congress and thought that I had a pretty goodpa per without doing so. However, that visit and those findings changedthe primary thesis of the paper and revealed a number of interestinghistorical avenues. 
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Q: What do you think we in JMC history need to be doing to improve the

status of JMC history in (1) JMC education and (2) the wider field of histo-

ry in general?

Murphree: As I mentioned in the previous response, I’m continuallyimpressed with the work of today’s media historians. But we do need towork harder to integrate our findings into the broader historical story.I don’t think we need to change the research, but we could do a muchbetter job of explaining the importance of our research to our col-leagues, both next door and across campus as well as at other universi-ties, including internationally. As educational platforms change, media historians need to work tocreate materials suited for these platforms. At my university, media his-tory is one of several “values electives” that mass communication stu-dents can choose. It’s always been a popular choice. But when we put itonline, we’ve had a nearly full class every semester for the past fiveyears. With that in mind, I was excited to see the new AEJMC History Di -vision and Journalism History podcasts. These professionally producedresources are an in credible asset to both online and face-to-face learn-ing. I’ve used them in my online classes and will likely continue to do sofor many years to come. Other sources, such as Brooke Kroeger’s Wo -men’s Suffrage and the Media website, which includes videos, primarysources, articles, and podcasts, are rich and valuable resources that canbe easily and ef fectively incorporated into online learning. We needmore of these kinds of professionally produced and historically soundtools. As far as the wider field of history, we can do the same things:Communicate the importance of our research in person and use onlinetools — podcasts, social media, website, videos — to make our materialmore accessible and appealing.
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Q: What challenges do you think JMC history faces in the future?

Murphree: I think our biggest challenge is to convince students, col-leagues, and administrators that media history is an essential compo-nent of a mass communication education. As our field continuallyevolves, there’s a push for more technically oriented classes in someprograms. Though some of these classes are important, several studiesconclude that “critical thinking” and writing skills are the most soughtskills in the workforce. From a personal standpoint, I get the same re -sponse when I talk with professionals. With that in mind, if we canteach our students the essential nature of historical research and masscommunication history, we can encourage critical thinking and helppre pare them for successful and meaningful careers. 
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Bruce Lenthall received the 2008 AEJMC History
Division award for the best book of the year for

his Radio’s Amer ica: The Great Depression and the
Rise of Modern Mass Culture. He is Executive Direc -
tor of the Center for Teaching and Learning and an
ad junct professor in the Department of History at
the Uni versity of Penn   sylvania, where he received his
Ph.D. in Amer ican Studies. Prior to returning to
Penn, he taught in the history departments at Bryn
Mawr College and Barnard Col lege.

Q: Give us a brief summary of your book.

Lenthall: My book examines radio’s significance in the 1930s, consid-ering what the newly burgeoning medium of radio meant to peoplewhose lives it reached in the 1930s. Radio expanded the unsettling holdof America’s modern culture, but the meanings many discovered in themedium simultaneously helped them find their way within that world.For many Americans, the Depression decade — and radio — broughthome an increasingly centralized, vast and standardized society. But formany, radio also offered a means of addressing the challenges of theirage and of re-envisioning their culture in ways that they believedworked for them. Considering radio in popular and political arenas, in
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the ideas of various intellectuals and writers who took to the air, I findthat many Americans felt radio could enable them to personalize an im -personal public sphere; it might enable individuals to discover ways tocommunicate meaningfully within a mass culture. This process of inter-preting broadcasting and incorporating it into American life blurredthe boundaries of the public sphere and revised the very meanings ofcommunication and democracy.Because I focus on those who received and made sense of radio, mybook is a history of the people whose lives the mass media influenced.As such, it is not only a lens into the history of media, but an examina-tion of the United States meeting the Depression and a changing societyin general. The story of how Americans found their way in the newmass world is an important part of the story of the 20th century.Looking at the ideas of diverse groups that experienced radio as it grewinto a powerful cultural force helps us more fully understand theUnited States in the 1930s and the modern era at large. 
Q: How did you get the idea for your book?

Lenthall: I worked as a journalist prior to going to graduate school inhistory. So perhaps it was no surprise that I would gravitate toward aproject in media history. I was not, however, consciously thinkingabout my own past when I developed this research focus. Rather, I wasthinking about cultural history projects that would be narrow enoughto be feasible, but also would offer broad insight into life in 20th-centu-ry America. Media history suggested a powerful lens. Media, after all, isone of the major ways people understand the world beyond their dailysphere. Studying how we learn about and engage that wider worldoffers a vital understanding of how we function in it. From a smaller re -search project I had previously taken on, I knew that — back in the1990s when I started this work anyway — there had been relatively lit-
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tle historical inquiry into radio in the pre-television era. That struck meas a gaping hole. For several decades, radio was a dominant mass medi-um. It had radically changed Americans’ experiences. When I talk withnon-specialists about this, I ask them to imagine a world in which theyhad never heard the president’s voice or a world in which they had notheard music other than live performances. What did it mean toAmericans when this changed so rapidly? This led me to my centralquestion: how did ordinary folks make sense of this radically new me -dium in their lives? That answering that would help me understand theways we shape our lives — and the constraints on us doing so — madethe project doubly exciting.
Q: Tell us about the research you did for your book — What were your

sources, how did you research your book, how long did you spend, and so

forth?

Lenthall: Figuring out how to answer my central question was chal-lenging. I wanted to tell the story of ordinary people making sense ofradio, but where would I find those accounts? There are many excellenthistories that interpret the meaning of a cultural source — such as aradio program — through a subtle reading of that source. There areother very strong works that look at structures of production to under-stand constraints on meaning. But neither of those approaches fullyconsiders how radio’s listeners may have interpreted meanings forthemselves. To get at this, I began by looking at the social science re -search into radio done in the late 1930s. That was a valuable startingpoint, but it revealed at least as much about the perspectives of thoseresearchers as it did about ordinary listeners. Considering that led meto decide that I should also include several chapters about how variousintellectuals came to understand radio, which, in turn, led me also tolook at the discourse among public intellectuals and the work of artists
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who saw radio as a new art form. Returning to the question of ordinaryAmericans, though, I dug deeply into archives of listener letters to pro-grams and radio personalities. I worked extensively with letters to apopular soap opera, a quiz show, a newscaster, government regulatorsof radio, and to Franklin Roosevelt, following his fireside chats. Thecaches of letters that exist are idiosyncratic and certainly shaped thestory I could tell — I had originally hoped to look more widely at sportson radio, for instance — but they are also incredibly rich and revealing.Whatever else they indicate, they show that radio mattered deeply toits millions of listeners in the 1930s.
Q: Besides the sources you used, were there any others you wish you had

been able to examine?

Lenthall: My dream source would have been to discover a trove ofdiaries in which listeners recorded their feelings about radio. That wasnever a likelihood, of course. More realistically, I wish I had been ableto find letters written to a wider variety of programs. I looked, for in -stance, at what African-American intellectuals had to say about radioand race, but it would have been terrific to see how listeners thoughtabout racial constructions on radio through letters to programs that ad -dressed race, directly or indirectly. I developed some thoughts on thisfrom scattered accounts, but would have benefited from more materi-als here.
Q: Based on your research for the book, what would you advise other his-

torians in our field about working with sources?

Lenthall: I have three suggestions, none of which may be surprising.First, be prepared to revise your project based on the source availableto you. Ultimately, you need to shape your question so that you can
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answer it based on what you know. Very early on, I expected to look atthe meanings of lots of different types of programs. It quickly becameclear that that was impossible (and — based on the letters I located, let-ters which shared many similarities — not necessary) because I couldnot locate materials addressing those genres of programs. Second, bepatient and creative. Plenty of questions do not have sources that speakdi rectly to them. Think about a variety of ways you might get at thoseis sues. The way you will answer a question isn’t always the way youimagine a question should be answered. I only looked at letters to gov-ernment regulators because of the limited listener letters to programsI could find — I had to imagine other possible sources — but thesematerials proved incredibly valuable for my understanding in the end.Again, as you think and rethink the kinds of sources you might use toget at your question, be open to refining your question. Finally, talkwith the archivists. I found my first trove of listener letters not througha finding aid — which was not developed — but through a conversationwith an archivist who re called seeing relevant materials. That conver-sation led to sources that made clear the value of such letters for myproject.
Q: What were the challenges you faced in researching your book?

Lenthall: Finding sources was, of course, a major challenge. As manyreaders know, when you are working in an area where few have beenre searching, collections may not be organized to showcase their valuefor your work. Researching in the FDR library, for instance, wasstraightforward: the materials are well cataloged and I could find rele-vant files to review. Researching the archives of a long-defunct socialre search organization, though, involved rifling through overturned filecabinets locked in a basement room that had not been opened in years— without knowing exactly what I was looking for.
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As most researchers can sympathize with, organizing all the mate-rials and figuring out the story I had to tell was also incredibly challeng-ing. For me, teaching classes in which I could have assigned my book —had it been written — was a vital part in making sense of the argumentI wanted to make and how it fit into a larger context.
Q: Is it possible to get too close to a research subject? How do historians

maintain their neutrality of viewpoint when conducting and interpreting

research?

Lenthall: From my perspective, these questions slightly miscast the is -sue. It is extremely difficult to engage in a major research project overseveral years if you are not close to your subject. We need to bring adeep interest to our work. And part of what makes for a good piece ofhistorical writing is the author’s argument and perspective, not neu-trality. To me, it makes more sense to say historians should strive forhonesty in interpreting sources — honesty about what those sourcessay and mean, and honesty in changing their interpretations and evenquestions in light of those sources. That is not quite the same thing asneutrality. The very questions we chose to ask reflect our distinct per-spectives, our historical judgments. But if we approach those questionswith a real curiosity — a desire to learn something we do not alreadyknow — and with a commitment to intellectual honesty, we can con-duct meaningful research and offer interpretations that grow out of ourevidence in compelling ways.
Q: What new insights does your book provide?

Lenthall: On a big-picture level, my work suggests the importance ofthe changing relationship between the individual and a mass culture inthe mid-20th century, with radio one of the forces reshaping the rela-
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tionship between individuals and larger wholes, whether an imaginedcommunity of sorts or a national polity. My book provides evidence ofthe complex balancing act between personal autonomy and distantsources of authority. To dig into these broad insights, my book opens up a variety ofrelated themes. It explains just how listeners forged relationships withmass culture — and the ways in which they made those relationshipswork for them. It explains the new meanings of democratic participa-tion that emerged at this time, and offers insight into specific waysmedia was sometimes used to enlist the public’s support for a kind ofdemagogic populism (an idea that resonates differently today than itdid when the book came out). It makes clear contemporary debatesabout the potential for mass communication — and the changing ideasof what that communication might mean. Related to that, it suggests theun realized possibility of a new idea of art, one that resonated with thepolitics of the 1930s and Modernist forms. All of that is framed with in -sight into the understandings of America’s nascent mass culture.
Q: What findings most surprised you?

Lenthall: This is a hard one to answer in retrospect. Things that wereun expected when I first encountered them came to make more senseover time. That said, perhaps the most surprising thing I wrestled withwas the deep engagement people had with the voices they heard on theair. Listeners felt those voices, whether real people or fictional charac-ters, were genuinely a part of their lives. They forged what felt like realrelationships with those voices, whether it was turning to a newscasterto provide career advice, inviting a quiz show host to dinner, sending asoap opera character the name of a doctor who might help with a visionproblem, or counting on a medicine-show charlatan to solve their socialills. What was striking was not simply that Americans built these ethe-
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real connections, but that they often found genuine benefits in them.Sometimes listeners were out-and-out duped by the radio voices, butof  ten, they reported ways the voices had improved their lives, from of -fering models for managing personal tragedies to giving them a senseof understanding of the national political arena. Even as I was struck bylisteners’ reliance on what were fictional relationships, I had to respecttheir feelings about what they gained from those ties.I have also been surprised to see how much more relevant some ofthe themes I discussed in my book have become in the decade since itcame out. When I wrote it, I wondered how the Internet (and later so -cial media) would change our media landscape and mass culture. Thosechanges have been substantial, but it is very clear that understandingour relationship to media, to public communication and, through that,to democracy and the public in general, has become all the more impor-tant in the past few years.
Q: What advice would you give to people in our field who are considering

doing a book in JMC history?

Lenthall: Now, perhaps more than ever, we need to recognize the im -portance of how we have communicated and continue to communicatepublicly.
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